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Simulation trouble

Shaun Gallagher

University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL, USA

I present arguments against both explicit and implicit versions of the simulation theory for
intersubjective understanding. Logical, developmental, and phenomenological evidence counts against
the concept of explicit simulation if this is to be understood as the pervasive or default way that we
understand others. The concept of implicit (subpersonal) simulation, identified with neural resonance
systems (mirror systems or shared representations), fails to be the kind of simulation required by
simulation theory, because it fails to explain how neuronal processes meet constraints that involve
instrumentality and pretense. Implicit simulation theory also fails to explain how I can attribute a mental
or emotion state that is different from my own to another person. I also provide a brief indication of an
alternative interpretation of neural resonance systems.

When it comes to explaining how we understand
other people some of the very best contemporary

philosophers, psychologists, and neuroscientists

are simulationists. Rather than appealing to a

theoretical use of folk psychology, they appeal to

their own experience as a measure of others’

experience. A short list of simulationists*for

example, Vittorio Gallese, Alvin Goldman, Ro-

bert Gordon, Jane Heal, Susan Hurley, and Marc

Jeannerod*however, already suggests some pro-

blems. Not everyone on this list understands

simulation in the same way. In effect, there are

different simulation theories, and although it is

important to distinguish them, in this paper I will

not be able to address each and every variation.

Rather, I will present arguments against what I

take to be the main elements of simulation theory.

My primary target in this paper, however, is an

implicit version of simulation theory based on the

recent neuroscience of resonance systems (mirror

neurons, shared representations).

Presenting arguments against simulation the-
ory (ST) does not mean that I favor its main
competitor, theory theory (TT). I do not think
that the theory of mind (ToM) explains our
primary and pervasive way of understanding
others any more than the concept of simulation
does. The alternative to both of these approaches
is not something that I will directly argue for here
(see Gallagher, 2001, 2004, 2006, for the alter-
native). But since part of the argument that I
develop against simulation feeds into and de-
pends on that alternative, a quick summary may
be helpful.

The alternative approach is based on evidence
from developmental psychology, neuroscience,
and phenomenology, and is composed of three
aspects. (1) Starting in infancy, we understand
conspecifics based on a direct perception of their
emotion-expressive movements, intentional ac-
tions, gestures, facial expressions, etc. (in develop-
mental psychology this is referred to as ‘‘primary
intersubjectivity’’; Trevarthen, 1979). ‘‘Direct’’
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perception here means perception without some
further cognitive or inferential step that goes
beyond what is perceived, for example, in an
attempt to grasp hidden mental states.1 Thus, in
a non-mentalizing way, I am able to see meaning,
intention, and emotion in the actions of others,
and in their gestures and facial expressions. This
provides some limited understanding of others
without recourse to the concept of mental states.
(2) Around the age of 1 year we begin to develop
capacities for shared attention and, on this basis,
begin to understand others in terms of their
involvements in pragmatic contexts (secondary
intersubjectivity; Trevarthen, 1980; Trevarthan &
Hubley, 1978). As developing agents we do not
stand to the side as third-person observers, we
engage in second-person interactions, and this is
something we continue to do throughout our
normal social life. Extending this idea, the prag-
matic situations, social practices, and socially
defined roles through which our interactions
with others happen turn out to do much of the
work of shaping our understanding of others. We
understand what they are doing and what their
intentions are because their actions are set within
environments that help to define meaningful
actions. Specific contexts make sense out of their
actions, gestures, and expressions. In such cases,
which are most cases, we do not try to get into the
other person’s mind, we try to get into their world,
or more precisely, into a world that we already
share with them. (3) These abilities for intersub-
jective perception and pragmatic interaction are
carried forward and enhanced, starting around the
age of 3 or 4 years, by a developing narrative
competency that allows us to use proto-
narratives (Lewin, 2005) or narrative practices to
frame our everyday interpretations of others
(Gallagher & Hutto, in press; Hutto, 2004). We
begin to use narratives to put persons and contexts
together in ways that generate the more subtle and
sophisticated understandings of others that we
have as adults. This kind of narrative practice is
not based on ToM or folk psychology as under-
stood in TT or ST, but may in fact be the basis for
our use of folk psychological concepts (like beliefs,
desires, reasons) in those rare cases when we
encounter puzzling behavior and attempt to ex-
plain it (Hutto, in press). Most often, however, our
narrative competency combined with our percep-

tual abilities and action contexts provides suffi-
cient scaffolding for our understanding of others.

This alternative view, of which I have just given
the most minimal account, suggests that these
perceptual, emotional, and pragmatic capacities
for interaction, together with narrative compe-
tency, are, at the personal or behavioral level,
sufficient to explain pervasive everyday social
understanding. As I have just suggested, this does
not rule out the possibility that in rare cases we do
take a theoretical stance, or that we sometimes
use simulation routines to solve puzzling cases.
But these are the rare cases. Ordinarily, in our
everyday encounters in the pragmatic and social
contexts that characterize our lives, we gain a
perceptual grasp of another’s contextualized ac-
tions, gestures, and expressions, and we under-
stand their speech acts as meaningful and
intentional, without looking beyond such mean-
ings to their mental states. And if, instead of
directly interacting with others, we are called
upon (or we call upon ourselves) to think more
deeply about them, our tendency is not to call up
a theory or a simulation, but to call up a narrative
framework to facilitate our understanding of
them.2

ARGUMENTS AGAINST EXPLICIT ST

Simulation theory (ST), as an approach to ToM,
has been developed in several versions. For the
purposes of this paper I will distinguish between
explicit and implicit versions of ST. I acknowledge
that there are hybrid versions (e.g., Gallese &
Goldman, 1998; Goldman, 2006; Jeannerod &
Pacherie, 2004) and ‘‘radical’’ versions (e.g.,
Gordon, 2004), and although an argument against
one version will not necessarily work against all of
them, I think that much of what I argue against
explicit and implicit versions also applies to the
other models.

1 This concept is developed in phenomenologists like

Scheler (1923/1954), who calls it ‘‘primary perception’’ (e.g.,

p. 10) and Merleau-Ponty (1964).

2 Narratives that frame our social interaction are different

from the kind of theories to which TT appeals. The latter

involve a reference to unobservable entities, that is, mental

states which are theoretically postulated entities comparable

to the black holes of astrophysics. If Bruner (1986) is right,

narrative is a particular mode of thinking that relates to the

concrete and particular; it takes context to be primary in the

determination of meaning. In contrast, the theoretical is

concerned with the abstract and general, and, in this sense,

abstracts away from the particular context in favor of

propositional attitudes. See Gallagher and Zahavi, Chapter 9

(in press) for further discussion.
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According to explicit versions of ST, simula-

tion is a conscious or introspective process in

which I imagine myself in the other’s situation

and use the model (the simulation) that is

generated to predict the other’s mental states.

Goldman has been a good representative of this

position.3 He argues that simulation is explicit

insofar as it involves a conscious introspective use

of the imagination to conceptually manipulate

propositional attitudes (beliefs, desires). ‘‘When a

mindreader tries to predict or retrodict someone

else’s mental state by simulation, she uses pre-

tense or imagination to put herself in the target’s

‘shoes’ and generate the target state’’ (Goldman,

2005a). This process involves three steps:

1. First, the attributor creates in herself pre-
tend states intended to match those of the
target. In other words, the attributor at-
tempts to put herself in the target’s ‘‘mental
shoes.’’

2. The second step is to feed these initial
pretend states, e.g., beliefs, into some me-
chanism of the attributor’s own psycho-
logy . . . and allow that mechanism to oper-
ate on the pretend states so as to generate
one or more new states, e.g., decisions.

3. Third, the attributor assigns the output state
to the target . . . e.g., we infer or project the
decision to the other’s mind (Goldman,
2005b, pp. 80�81).

The first step*‘‘the attributor creates in

herself pretend states intended to match those

of the target’’*seems troublesome in that the

simulator apparently already has some idea of

what’s going on with the other person. Where

does that knowledge come from and why isn’t

that already the very thing we are trying to
explain? Some theorists who combine TT and
ST suggest that folk psychology provides some
general rules about how people think and behave
in certain situations, and that this is what the
simulationist can use to generate the pretend
mental states needed for the simulation process
(e.g., Currie & Ravenscroft, 2003). Alternatively,
however, one might appeal to subpersonal mirror
resonance processes (discussed below), although
one then faces the problem of how to translate
these processes into a conceptual grasp of propo-
sitional attitudes. It is clearly not enough to
suggest that a belief feels different from a desire
because it is generated by different subpersonal
processes, which are themselves generated by
differential activations induced by our perception
of the other (cf. Goldman, 2002, pp. 11�12). One
needs to say something about the particular
content of the belief used in the simulation, and
not just that it is a belief rather than a desire.

There are both logical and phenomenological
arguments to be made against this explicit version
of ST. Some of these arguments have been around
for a long time and have been directed against
earlier versions of ST, developed under the
heading of ‘‘inference from analogy.’’ Gilbert
Ryle, for example, argued that the logic of
simulation isn’t correct because the idea
of imputing to a variety of others what is true of
my simulated action ignores the diversity of their
actions. ‘‘[T]he observed appearances and actions
of people differ very markedly, so the imputation
to them of inner processes closely matching [one’s
own or] one another would be actually contrary
to the evidence’’ (Ryle, 1949, p. 54). A similar
objection was raised by Max Scheler (1923/1954).
If I project the results of my own simulation onto
the other, I understand only myself in that other’s
situation, but I don’t understand the other. In
other words, given the large diversity of motives,
beliefs, desires, and behaviors in the world, it is
not clear how a simulation process based on my
own relatively narrow experience (or relatively
unique circumstance) can give me a reliable sense
of what is going on in the other person’s mind, or
in their behavior.

Another objection is based on developmental
considerations. Infants are capable of understand-
ing the intentions of others. At 18 months of age
they are capable of recognizing and completing
another person’s failed intention (Meltzoff, 1995).
Even earlier, infants seem capable of parsing
intentions (see Baird & Baldwin, 2001; Baldwin

3 I’m using Goldman as a representative of explicit

simulation, and this was certainly his view in his earlier

papers (e.g., 1989, 1992). In his most recent work, Goldman

(2006) defends a hybrid version of ST. He distinguishes

between high-level and low-level mind reading. I take this

distinction to be compatible with the distinction between

explicit and implicit versions, respectively. Low-level

simulation is ‘‘simple, primitive, automatic, and largely below

the level of consciousness’’ (p. 113). High-level simulation

includes one or more of the following features: ‘‘(a) it targets

mental states of a relatively complex nature, such as

propositional attitudes; (b) some components of the

mindreading process are subject to voluntary control; and (c)

the process has some degree of accessibil ity to

consciousness . . . . The low-level prototype is the mirroring

type of simulation process. The high-level prototype is the kind

that uses pretense or E[nactment]-imagination’’ (p. 147).

SIMULATION TROUBLE 355
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& Baird, 2001). Whether some animals are cap-
able of understanding intentions is still a matter
of debate. In any case, if infants are capable of
understanding the intentions of others, then, as
Scheler also suggests, it is nonetheless unlikely
that they are capable of the complex cognitive
processes needed for explicit simulation.

A third argument that can be made against
explicit ST is what I call the simple phenomen-
ological argument. According to Goldman and
other defenders of the explicit version of ST,
simulation is not only explicit but also pervasive.
That is, we use it all the time, or at least it is the
default way of understanding others. Goldman
(2002, pp. 7�8) calls this a moderate claim:

The strongest form of ST would say that all
cases of (third-person) mentalization employ
simulation. A moderate version would say, for
example, that simulation is the default method
of mentalization . . . I am attracted to the mod-
erate version . . . . Simulation is the primitive,
root form of interpersonal mentalization.

If simulation is both explicit and pervasive, then
one should have some awareness of the different
steps that one goes through as one consciously
simulates the other’s mental states. But there is
no phenomenological evidence for this; there is
no experiential evidence that I use such conscious
(imaginative, introspective) simulation routines
when I interact with or come to understand
another person. That is, when we consult our
own common experience of how we understand
others, we just don’t find such processes, and that
is puzzling if they are supposed to be explicit and
pervasive. This is not to say that we never use
simulations, but that itself is telling. If we are
confronted with some strange or unaccountable
behavior, I may try to understand the other
person by running a simulation routine. But I
can easily become aware that I am in fact taking
this approach, and it is all the more apparent
when I do this, simply because it tends to be the
exception, and it tends to stand out in its rarity.
This clearly tells against the idea that I employ
simulation in the usual everyday circumstance,
and it goes against any claim that in fact we use
simulation routines all the time, but phenomen-
ology constantly and consistently misses this fact.
What phenomenology does show is that most of
our encounters are not third-person puzzles that
require explanation of the other person, which in
turn is generated by first-person simulations.

Rather, most of our encounters are second-
person interactions in which I easily have a sense
of what is going on with the other person based
on our common pragmatic or socially contextua-
lized interactions, with no cognitive simulation
required.

The explicit simulation theorist might argue
that we use simulations so much that they become
habitual, and for that reason we should not expect
them to stand out in our experience. Running
simulation routines is like driving a car. Just as we
are not explicitly aware of all of our driving
habits, in the same way we are not aware that we
are simulating. According to the simple phenom-
enological objection, however, if such processes
stay at the personal level, they would remain
accessible to conscious reflection, or at least they
would become apparent, as unworkable habits, in
problematic situations when our habitual strate-
gies break down. Not only does this not happen,
but it turns out that in problematic situations
when our habitual strategies break down we often
find that we employ the very sort of simulation
process described by explicit ST, which again
suggests that simulation is the exception rather
than the rule.

IMPLICIT SIMULATION

ST can easily counter the simple phenomenolo-
gical argument by moving to the implicit version
of simulation. Implicit ST conceives of simulation
as a subpersonal process, and this approach has
gained more ground in recent years by appealing
to the neuroscientific evidence involving subper-
sonal activation of mirror neurons, shared repre-
sentations, or more generally, resonance systems
(e.g., Fadiga, Fogassi, Pavesi, & Rizzolatti, 1995;
Rizzolatti, Fogassi, & Gallese, 2000; Rizzolatti,
Fadiga, Gallese, & Fogassi, 1996). On the one
hand, implicit versions of ST do not succumb to
the simple phenomenological objection since if
simulation is subpersonal, it is not something of
which we would be aware. On the other hand, the
strictly implicit version of ST is actually an
argument against the explicit version of ST. That
is, if our understanding of others is in fact
mediated by an implicit and automatic simulation
process, then we have little need for the more
explicit version. Indeed, to the extent that implicit
ST explains the phenomenological scarcity
of explicit simulation, it would support the simple
phenomenological argument against explicit

356 GALLAGHER
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simulation as the default model of social under-
standing. Along this line Gallese (2005, p. 102),
who I will take as the clearest representative of
implicit ST, states: ‘‘Whenever we face situations
in which exposure to others’ behavior require a
response by us, be it active or simply attentive, we
seldom engage ourselves in an explicit, deliberate
interpretive act. Our understanding of a situation
most of the time is immediate, automatic, and
almost reflex like.’’ This, of course, doesn’t rule
out hybrid models that combine implicit and
explicit elements (see Goldman, 2006).

Implicit ST appeals to what is now familiar
social neuroscience. In broad terms, one’s motor
system reverberates or resonates in one’s encoun-
ters with others. My motor system is activated
when I perceive another person performing an
intentional action, for example. Mirror neurons in
the pre-motor cortex and in Broca’s area of the
human brain are activated both when the subject
engages in specific instrumental actions and when
the subject observes someone else engage in
those actions (Rizzolatti et al., 1996, 2000).
Also, specific overlapping neural areas (shared
representations), in parts of the frontal and
parietal cortexes, are activated when I engage in
intentional actions, when I observe some other
person engage in that action, and when I imagine
myself or another person engaged in that action
(e.g., Grèzes & Decety, 2001). These subpersonal
mechanisms are said to constitute a simulation of
the other’s intentions (Gallese, 2001; Gallese &
Goldman, 1998). Thus Gallese contends that
‘‘when we observe actions performed by other
individuals our motor system ‘resonates’ along
with that of the observed agent . . . action under-
standing heavily relies on a neural mechanism
that matches [simulates], in the same neuronal
substrate, the observed behaviour with the
one [the observer could execute] . . . ’’ (2001,
pp. 38�39).

The neuroscientific evidence for these pro-
cesses is very strong, and it is not my intention
here to deny the neuroscience. But is it appro-
priate to characterize these processes as simula-
tions, as Gallese goes on to do? The implicit
simulation hypothesis is just this: understanding
others is achieved by simulating the other’s action
‘‘with the help of a motor equivalence between
what the others do and what the observer does’’
(2001, p. 39). This is a subpersonal process
generated by ‘‘automatic, implicit, and nonreflex-
ive simulation mechanisms . . .’’ (Gallese, 2005,
p. 117). He refers to his model as the ‘‘shared

manifold hypothesis’’ and distinguishes between
three levels (Gallese, 2001, p. 45):

1. The phenomenological level is the one re-
sponsible for the sense of similarity . . . that
we experience anytime we confront our-
selves with other human beings. It could be
defined also as the empathic level.

2. The functional level can be characterized in
terms of simulation routines, as if processes
enabling models of others to be created.

3. The subpersonal level is instantiated as the
result of the activity of a series of mirror
matching neural circuits.

Recall the Ryle�Scheler objection against expli-
cit ST, that since it is based on a projection from
experience that is narrowly my own, no inference
about the experience of the other person (which
may be greatly diversified from mine) is justified.
Does a subpersonal simulation lock us up within
our own first-person system? Defenders of the
implicit version of ST have a good, albeit partial,
response to this. There is growing consensus that
mirror neurons (and shared representations) are
neutral*neither first nor third person. They are
activated both for my own action and for ob-
servation of the other’s action: thus, activation of
the system simulates the intentional action but
not the agent (deVignemont, 2004; Gallese, 2005;
Hurley, 2005; Jeannerod & Pacherie, 2004).

In this case, however, the complete subperso-
nal simulation process, like its explicit cousin,
involves a multi-step process. First, we perceive
the other’s behavior; this is followed immediately
by activation of shared representations*in neu-
tral mode registering what Jeannerod and Pach-
erie (2004) call ‘‘naked intentions’’, and this is
followed by a determination of agency (i.e., a
specification of who did the action*me or
the other person. This final step is accomplished
by what Georgieff and Jeannerod (1998) have
called the ‘‘Who’’ system, which distinguishes
self-action from other-action and which may
involve activation in the inferior parietal lobule
(Blakemore & Frith, 2003; Decety, 2005; Jackson
& Decety, 2004).

It will pay to stop and consider Jeannerod and
Pacherie’s claims about naked intentions. They
assume that an articulation at the level of
the neural activations between those activations
responsible for (1) registering in the perceiving
system the ‘‘naked’’ intention in an action, and
(2) registering the agent for the action, means

SIMULATION TROUBLE 357
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that there is an articulation at the level of
experience between the perception of intention
and the experience of agency. ‘‘We can be aware
of an intention, without by the same token being
aware of whose intention it is . . . something more
than the sole awareness of a naked intention is
needed to determine its author’’ (2004, p. 140).
The question is this: if in fact the brain can
process information about intentions without
assigning the intentions to a particular agent, is
it legitimate to say that our experience is similarly
articulated? Jeannerod and Pacherie suggest that
it is:

When the naked intention one is aware of yields
an overt action, the extra information needed to
establish authorship may be found in the out-
side world. The question ‘‘Is this intention
mine?’’ would then be answered by answering
the question: ‘‘Is this my body performing the
corresponding action?’’ (p. 140).

Phenomenologically (experientially), however,
intentions in almost all cases come already fully
clothed in agent specification. The ‘‘who’’ ques-
tion does not come up at the level of experience,
because the neural systems have already decided
the issue. The wonderful thing about the ‘‘Who
system’’ is that it is completely neurological and
subpersonal*and the results of its activation are
hardly ever experientially manifested as ‘‘making
a decision about who did the action.’’ Rather, the
results of its activation are experientially mani-
fested as ‘‘X’s action’’ where X is either you or
me. Indeed, our direct perception is highly reli-
able with regard to discriminating between self
and non-self. Pathologies and oddly arranged
experiments may reveal ‘‘who’’ problems, but in
normal ecological behavior it is generally clear
whose intention/action it is. Philosophers like
Wittgenstein (1958), Shoemaker (1968), and
Evans (1982), provide good reasons why the
identification question*‘‘Someone is intending
to pick up the apple, is it me?’’*just doesn’t
come up.

On this score, I want to suggest that there is no
necessary isomorphism between the phenomen-
ological, the functional, and the neuronal levels.
So, if the neuronal processes can be defined as
involving a step-wise process, this does not mean
that a step-wise process necessarily shows up at
the level of experience, and vice versa. If we can
distinguish a step-wise process in experience, that
does not mean that we will find exactly the same

step-wise structure in the underpinning functional
or neuronal processes. This is tied into the
concept of multiple realizability. For the purposes
of this paper, I will call any claim to the contrary
the fallacy of supposed isomorphism.4

PROBLEMS WITH IMPLICIT
SIMULATION

This brings us to the first set of questions about
implicit ST. Specifically I want to argue that an
alternative interpretation of neural resonance is
possible. Implicit ST interprets neural resonance
as simulation, but it could easily be interpreted as
part of the neuronal processes that underlie
intersubjective perception rather than simulation.
That is, the articulated neuronal processes that
include activation of mirror neurons or shared
representations may underpin a non-articulated
direct perception of the other person’s intentional
actions, rather than a distinct mental process of
simulating their intentions. This claim requires
that we conceive of perception as a temporal
phenomenon, and as an enactive sensory-motor
phenomenon. Let us examine this possibility.

First, mirror neurons fire 30�100 ms after
appropriate visual stimulation (Gallese, private
correspondence). This short amount of time
between activation of the visual cortex and
activation of the pre-motor cortex, raises the
question of where precisely to draw the line
between perceptual processes and something
that would count as a subpersonal simulation.
Even if it is possible to draw a line between
activation of the visual cortex and activation of
the pre-motor cortex, this does not mean that this
line distinguishes between perception and simula-
tion as a step-wise process. The simulation inter-
pretation of these processes seems to read into
the neuronal level the step-wise processes of
simulation, first identified as explicitly conscious
simulation processes.

Let us be careful and clear about this. Gallese
and the implicit simulationists are not claiming
that the step-wise neuronal processes (sensory
activation of visual cortex followed by mirror
system activation) generate a step-wise conscious
process of perception plus simulation. In this
regard they are not committing the fallacy of

4 I do not mean to rule out all isomorphisms. This only goes

to the claim that there is a necessary isomorphism between

neuronal, functional, and phenomenological levels.
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supposed isomorphism. Gallese contends that the
simulation stays implicit, that the mirror system
activation itself can be read, functionally, as part
of a step-wise simulation process. Nonetheless, I
think two issues can be raised in this regard.

The first issue is this: deciding that mirror
neurons function as simulations depends on tak-
ing a step-wise model that was developed at the
explicit, conscious, or personal level, and looking
for that step-wise model at the neuronal level. On
various versions of ST, simulation involves a step-
wise process that begins with perception and ends
with some form of inferential understanding. We
first see an action that we need to understand; we
then simulate it in our own mind or motor system;
we then attribute agency for the action, and infer
something about the other’s experience. But even
if neuronal processes that involve information
flow from sensory cortex to pre-motor cortex take
some time (as much as 100 ms), it is not clear that
we should identify these step-wise processes as
perception plus simulation, rather than a tempo-
rally extended and enactive perceptual process.
That is, at least in terms of temporal parameters,
the fact that at the neurological level, S (sensory
processing) is followed by M (activation of mirror
neurons) does not mean that one should think of
this as perception followed by simulation.

If we think of perception as an enactive process
(e.g., Hurley, 1998; Noë, 2004)*as involving
sensory-motor skills, rather than as just sensory
input/processing; as an active, skillful, embodied
engagement with the world rather than the passive
reception of information from the environment*
then it may be more appropriate to think of the
resonance processes as part of the structure of the
perceptual process when perception is of the
action of conspecifics. Fogassi and Gallese, despite
their simulationist interpretation, put this point
clearly: ‘‘perception, far from being just the final
outcome of sensory integration, is the result of
sensorimotor coupling’’ (2002, p. 27). Mirror
activation, on this interpretation, is not the initia-
tion of simulation, it is part of a direct intersub-
jective perception of what the other is doing.

At the phenomenological level, when I see the
other’s action or gesture, I see (I directly perceive)
the meaning in the action or gesture. I see the joy
or I see the anger, or I see the intention in the
face or in the posture or in the gesture or action
of the other. I see it. I do not have to simulate it.
And I immediately see that it is their action,
gesture, emotion, or intention, and it is extremely
rare that I would be in a position to confuse it

with my own. Although Jeannerod and Pacherie

(2004) defend a version of ST, they nicely express

the phenomenological alternative: ‘‘Perception

and action are closely integrated and when we

visually perceive actions, we seem to be immedi-

ately sensitive to the distinctive properties of

intentional behavior’’ (p. 139). This may be due

to the underlying articulated neuronal processes,

but it is not clear at all why we should think of

these processes on the simulationist model.
Of course the simulationist can accept the

phenomenology (‘‘Yes indeed, that is what seems

to happen’’) and still hold to the interpretation

that the specific subpersonal processes involve

simulation. But what precisely justifies this inter-

pretation? After all, what happens on the neuro-

logical level is simply a complex sequence of

neuronal activations. If we look at those processes

from a functionalist perspective already framed

by ST, then we tend to read those processes as

involving simulation. If, in contrast, we look at

those processes from a phenomenological level

that suggests a direct perception of the other’s

intentions, then we tend to read those processes

as perceptual without simulation. Can the simula-

tionist offer any convincing evidence that the

activation of resonance processes is in fact a

simulation?
This brings us to the second issue, which I think

counts as an argument against the implicit version

of ST. What theorists of implicit simulation

(Gallese, Jeannerod, Pacherie), and even critics

of implicit ST, like Saxe (2005), call ‘‘simulation’’,

is not simulation in any genuine sense of the

word. Consider, first, two definitions of ‘‘simula-

tion’’ offered by the Oxford English Dictionary.

(1) Simulation is an imitation, in the sense of

something not real*counterfeit; to simulate

means to feign, to pretend. I will call this the

pretense definition. (2) Simulation in the sense of

a simulator: a model (a thing) that we can use or

do things with so we can understand the real

thing. I will call this the instrumental definition.

Both senses of the term appear to be ubiquitous

in the literature of both explicit and implicit ST.5

Consider the following characterizations (italics

are mine).

5 I think it is clear that, given the history of ST, the

definition of simulation relevant to ST is first worked out in

accounts of explicit ST, and then is uncritically used in

accounts of implicit ST.
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Instrumental def. Simulation means ‘‘using
one’s own evaluation and reasoning mechanisms
as a model for theirs . . . ’’ (Dokic & Proust, 2002,
p. viii).

Pretense def�instrumental def. Simulation in-
volves ‘‘pretend states’’ where, ‘‘by pretend state I
mean some sort of surrogate state, which is
deliberately adopted for the sake of the attribu-
tor’s task . . . In simulating practical reasoning, the
attributor feeds pretend desires and beliefs into
her own practical reasoning system’’ (Goldman,
2002, p. 7).

The surrogation or pretense, however, is of a
precise kind. Bernier (2002) makes this explicit as
an essential element found in ST.

Instrumental def�pretense def. ‘‘According to
ST, a simulator who runs a simulation of a target
would use the resources of her own decision-
making mechanism, in an ‘off-line’ mode, and
then the mechanism would be fed with the mental
states she would have if she was in the target’s
situation’’ (Bernier, 2002, p. 34)

For ST, a simulation is not simply a model that
we use to understand the other person*theore-
tical models would suffice if this were all that was
required. Even the fact that the model is con-
stituted in our own mechanisms is not sufficient.
Rather, I must use the model ‘‘as if’’ I were in the
other person’s situation. As Gallese puts it:

Pretense def. ‘‘[O]ur motor system becomes
active as if we were executing that very same
action that we are observing’’ (2001, p. 37).

Gordon (2005, p. 96) locates this pretense right
at the neuronal level:

Pretense def. The neurons that respond when I
see your intentional action, respond ‘‘as if I were
carrying out the behavior . . .’’.

The concept of simulation, as defined by ST,
then, clearly needs to meet these two conditions:
it is a process that I control in an instrumental
way (in the explicit version it is ‘‘deliberately
adopted’’), and it involves pretense (I put myself
‘‘as if’’ in the other person’s shoes).

These characterizations are, as I’ve suggested,
ubiquitous in ST.

Instrumental and pretense defs combined. Men-
tal simulation is a cognitive model, ‘‘ability or
heuristic or methodology’’ (Jacob, 2002, who cites
Gordon for the latter term)*by which I ‘‘engage
in pretense,’’ put myself in someone else’s shoes,
compare my experience to their experience, and
predict their mental state, emotion, or behavior.
We use ourselves as a model . . . I create in myself
some pretend beliefs . . . and so forth.

This is the way simulation is characterized not
only by theorists of explicit simulation, but also
by theorists of implicit simulation. The pretense
condition mentioned by Gallese is accomplished
in a simulation considered to be ‘‘an interactive
model of what cannot be known in itself’’ (2003).
At the subpersonal level, the brain in a stepwise
fashion is modeling the intentional action of
others. Gordon (2004), p. 1) suggests that on the
‘‘cognitive-scientific’’ model, ‘‘one’s own beha-
vior control system is employed as a manipulable
model of other such systems. (This is not to say
that the ‘person’ who is simulating is the model,
rather, only that one’s brain can be manipulated to
model other persons).’’

Thus, according to ST, simulation involves the
instrumental use of a first-person model to form
third-person ‘‘as if’’ or ‘‘pretend’’ mental states.
For subpersonal processes, however, both of these
characterizations fail. (1) If simulation is char-
acterized as a process that I (or my brain)
instrumentally uses or controls, if this is what
simulation is, then it seems clear that what is
happening in the implicit processes of motor
resonance is not simulation. We, at the personal
level, do not do anything with the activated brain
areas*in fact, we have no instrumental access to
neuronal activation, and we can not use it as a
model. Nor does it make sense to say that at the
subpersonal level the brain itself is using a model
or methodology, or initiating pretend states, or
that one set of neurons makes use of another set
of neurons as a model in order to generate an
understanding of something else. In precisely the
intersubjective circumstances that we are consid-
ering, these neuronal systems do not take the
initiative; they do not activate themselves, but are
activated by the other person’s action. The
perception of the other person’s action automa-
tically activates in our brain the same areas that
are activated when we engage in similar action.
The other person has an effect on us. The other
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elicits this activation. This is not a simulation, but

a perceptual elicitation. It is not us (or our brain)

doing it, but the other who does this to us.6

Furthermore, (2) in subpersonal processes

there is no pretense, and this is the case whether

we consider neuronal processes as vehicles or in

terms of the content that they might represent. As

vehicles, neurons either fire or do not fire. They

do not pretend to fire. More to the point,

however, what these neurons represent or register

cannot be pretense in the way required for ST. As

we saw, the mirror system is neutral with respect

to the agent; there is no first- or third-person

specification involved. In that case, they do not

register my intentions as pretending to be your

intentions; there is no ‘‘as if’’*there is no

neuronal subjunctive*because there is no ‘‘I’’

or ‘‘you’’ represented.
In response to this criticism it might be argued

that no one is claiming that there is pretense in

the firing of neurons, but rather that the neuronal

processes underpin a personal-level experience of

the other that qualifies as a pretense state.7 But if,

as we saw, implicit simulation theorists like

Gallese contend that the simulation stays implicit,

and that the mirror system activation itself can be

read, functionally, as a simulation process, then on

the ST definition of simulation, those subpersonal

processes themselves must involve pretense. Al-

ternatively, if the claim is that certain neuronal

processes generate pretense states at the personal

level, then the simulation becomes explicit and

other objections hold.
Goldman and Sripada (2005) acknowledge a

discrepancy between the ST definition of simula-

tion and the working of subpersonal mirror

processes. ‘‘Does [Gallese’s] model really fit the

pattern of ST? Since the model posits unmediated

resonance, it does not fit the usual examples of

simulation in which pretend states are created and

then operated upon by the attributor’s own

cognitive equipment (e.g., a decision-making me-

chanism), yielding an output that gets attributed

to the target . . .’’. To address this discrepancy they
propose a minimal definition of simulation:

However, we do not regard the creation of
pretend states, or the deployment of cognitive
equipment to process such states, as essential to
the generic idea of simulation. The general idea
of simulation is that the simulating process
should be similar, in relevant respects, to the
simulated process. Applied to mind reading, a
minimally necessary condition is that the state
ascribed to the target is ascribed as a result of
the attributor’s instantiating, undergoing, or
experiencing, that very state. In the case of
successful simulation, the experienced state
matches that of the target. This minimal con-
dition for simulation is satisfied [in Gallese’s
model] (Goldman & Sripada, 2005, p. 208).

If this is a necessary condition, it is clearly not a
sufficient one, as Goldman (2006, p. 131 ff.)
realizes, because on this minimal definition and
without something further, it is not clear what
would motivate me to ascribe the state that I was
undergoing to someone else. Activation of the
mirror system does not, on its own, necessarily
involve mind reading or attribution to another
agent. What one would have to add in order to
get to the point of making this a simulation of the
other’s action, intention, or mental state are
precisely the pretense and instrumental aspects
that Goldman and Sripada are discounting.8

Furthermore, and importantly for implicit ST, if
simulation were as automatic as mirror neurons
firing, then it would seem that we would not be able
to attribute a state different from our own to
someone else. But we do this all the time. I can
understand that the woman in front of me is
enthusiastically and gleefully reaching to pick up
a snake at the same time that I am experiencing
revulsion and disgust about that very possibility. It
seems straightforward to say that I see what she is
doing and that I see she is doing it with enthusiasm
and glee, but that my own feelings are quite

6 It may seem contradictory to claim in the previous

paragraphs that perception is enactive, or as Noë says,

‘‘perception is action,’’ and in this argument to claim that

the activation of the resonance system is the result of a passive

elicitation, so that the motor aspect of perception does not

involve our action, but is a case of us being affected by the

other. I think that a fuller account of enactive perception has

to be able to accommodate this passive, affective aspect of

perception (see Gallagher, 2005).
7 My thanks to an anonymous referee for this objection.

8 This motivates Goldman’s move to a hybrid model.

Implicit mirroring may be considered a minimal condition for

simulation, but for the full simulation that constitutes mind

reading (the attribution of mental states to another) one

requires higher-level processes of ‘‘classification’’ (which he

characterizes as introspective, although not necessarily

conscious introspection; 2006, p. 245 ff.) and ‘‘projection.’’

Although pretense is not required for low-level mirroring, it is

one possible way to realize high-level simulation and mind

reading (p. 49).
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different. Neither my neural states nor my feelings/
cognitions match hers, and it thus seems that I can

understand her actions and emotions (which are
completely different from mine) without even

meeting the minimal necessary condition for
simulation, that is, matching my state to hers.

One might want to add to this minimally
necessary condition for simulation the further

stipulation that the simulating process must be
‘‘concretely similar’’ to the simulated process,
where ‘‘concretely similar’’ means that there is a

fine-grained (though not necessarily one-to-one)
isomorphism for each step involved in the re-

spective processes (Fisher, 2006). But this makes
the problem worse if we are conceiving of the

simulation as happening on a neuronal level. If
my neural/mental/emotional state has to match
the other person’s neural/mental/emotional state,

it is difficult to understand how we could attribute
to someone else a mental or emotional experi-

ence that is different from our own.
In regard to these minimal definitions of

simulation, also consider the difficulties involved
if we were interacting with more than one other

person, or trying to understand others who are
interacting with each other. Is it possible to

simulate the neural/mental/emotional states of
two other people at the same time, or quickly
enough, if in fact our simulations must be such

that we instantiate, undergo, or experience, that
very state, and/or that such simulations must be

concretely similar? There would be an impossible
amount of cognitive work or subpersonal match-
ing required to predict or to understand the

interactions of several people if the task involves
simulating their mental states, especially if in such

interpersonal interactions the actions and inten-
tions of each person are affected by the actions

and intentions of the others (see Morton, 1996,
for a similar point).9

The woman reaching for the snake is a good
example with which to make one more clarifica-
tion. The term ‘‘simulation’’ is sometimes used by
neuroscientists to refer to certain motor control
processes for action planning. Efference copy sent
through forward control mechanisms, for exam-
ple, is said to constitute a simulation of an
intended movement in order to compare it with
an ongoing movement to predict its success. The
brain runs this simulation to make fast non-
conscious corrections to keep the action on track.
This use of the term is entirely independent of ST,
and the objections I am raising here do not apply
to it.10 In the context of motor control the term
‘‘emulation’’ is sometimes substituted for ‘‘simu-
lation’’, and I’ll follow that practice here.

In the case of seeing someone reach to pick up
a snake, it seems possible that my understanding
of the other’s actions and their enthusiasm for
those actions is initiated purely in enactive
perceptual processes that would include (non-
simulative) activation of shared representations.
Those same shared representations may further
generate, or may help to constitute a motoric
emulation of my own action of picking up a snake,
which leads to my sense of revulsion and disgust
at the very possibility. This emulation, however, is
not an implicit simulation that contributes to my
understanding of the other person; it is rather
something that helps to constitute my own feel-

9 The requirement that the simulation has to be concretely

similar also raises problems for the instrumental and pretense

conditions even for the explicit version of ST. If our simulation

has to be concretely similar to the simulated state for it to be

considered a simulation, assuming explicit instrumental

control of our simulation process, how will we know how to

run or control our simulation unless we already know in some

detail what the other’s state is like. And how do we come by

that knowledge? If the answer is through simulation, then we

have an infinite regress. In regard to explicit pretense, Fisher

(2006), who models simulation as a reasoning process, rejects

this aspect as inconsistent with simulation being concretely

similar, for if we simulate a reasoning process, we are really

reasoning, and not just pretending to.

10 Some theorists, however, have appealed to these motor

emulation processes as possible mechanisms involved in the

simulation of another’s action (e.g., Gallese, 2001; Hurley,

2005, pp. 181�188; see Iacoboni, cited in Millikan, 2005, p. 188,

note 2). Our own motor system comparators are activated to

simulate and thereby anticipate the other’s action. The brain

could be said to predict the other person’s actions in this way.

On this account the perception of the other’s action is

automatically informed by a subpersonal simulation;

perception of action involves a loop through the motor

control comparator. Can ST adopt this model of simulation?

The problem, again, is that the pretense condition is not met;

there is no ‘‘as if it were I’’ involved, and in that regard it fails

to be the kind of simulation required by ST. If indeed the

subpersonal emulation is neutral in regard to whose action is

at stake, then it can be only a representation of an intentional

action in my motor system, but not a representation of my own

motor action as if it were the other’s. It is not at all clear that,

as Gordon (2005, p. 96) suggests, the neurons respond ‘‘as if I

were carrying out the [other’s] behavior’’ in any sense in which

the ‘‘as if’’ registers subpersonally. Even assuming a ‘‘Who

system,’’ a specification in my motor system that the action

belongs to another is not equivalent to the specification ‘‘as if

I were carrying out the action.’’ If this is a simulation of

intentional action, it is, nonetheless, not the kind of simulation

that ST needs; it may be nothing more than motor priming or

emulation, or what Hurley calls mirroring (2005, p. 184).
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ings about this action, which turn out to be very
different from the ones I understand to belong to
the other person. Just this contrasting situation,
between her enthusiastic action and my repulsion,
may motivate a more explicit hermeneutical
process. That is, depending on circumstances, I
may explicitly frame her action in a narrative that
makes sense of it (e.g., this woman is, after all, the
curator of the zoo’s snake house, she is trained to
handle snakes, and does it all the time), or if there
is some puzzling element involved (e.g., this
woman is my wife who I know to be afraid of
snakes), I may even engage in one of those rare
instances of explicit simulation (e.g., assuming I
am not in a position to ask her what she is doing, I
might try to imagine what she is thinking*
perhaps that this is a toy snake, etc.).

CONCLUSION

It is not clear why we should think of the
activation of resonance systems as a simulation
process of the sort required by ST. This is not to
deny that resonance processes are at work in our
perception of the other person. Moreover, the
nature of the resonance processes involved in
such encounters makes our perception of other
conspecifics different from our perception of
objects and instruments. But it does not make
our perception and understanding of others the
result of an implicit simulation. In effect, simula-
tion is a personal-level concept that cannot be
legitimately applied to subpersonal processes. As
a personal-level concept it signifies a relatively
rare and not at all pervasive or default way of
understanding others.

I have suggested that implicit ST is only one,
and not necessarily the best, interpretation of the
significance of motor resonance systems. I have
argued that implicit resonance processes are not
simulations in any sense that is useful for ST.
Furthermore, if implicit ST were a good account
of our primary and pervasive ability to under-
stand others, it would count as an argument
against explicit ST, since explicit simulations
would be redundant in this case. Likewise, how-
ever, if our default mode of understanding others
were based on explicit simulation, then the claims
of implicit ST about the adequacy of motor
resonance processes would be wrong. Goldman’s
view of implicit motor resonance processes is that
they do not constitute simulations of a sort that
would be sufficient to do the full job, but do

generate some background information that is
useful to initiate the explicit simulation process. I
have argued, in contrast to both explicit and
implicit ST, that implicit motor resonance pro-
cesses are important enactive processes that
contribute to the constitution of the perceptual
access that we have to the intentions of others.

I do not claim, however, that we get a full
account of human intersubjectivity in the idea
that we have perceptual access to the intentions of
others. Perceptual access to the other person’s
contextualized bodily movements, gestures, facial
expressions, and so forth does give us a partial
sense of what is going on with them, what they
mean and what they feel. This, together with our
interactions with others in pragmatic and social
contexts, where those contexts and situations
enrich our understanding even further, gives us
a relatively reliable, but still relatively elemental
understanding of them. There is much more to
say about the role of language and narrative
competency in a fuller account of intersubjectivity
(see Gallagher, 2006; Gallagher & Hutto, in press;
Hutto, 2003, 2004, in press; Lewin, 2005). Even in
that larger story, however, the ToM approaches
that emphasize either simulation, or the role of
folk psychology as background theory, have a
minimal role to play in our normal and everyday
interactions.
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